Text by Mitch Leslie mitchleslie@comcast.net artifi cial chromosome that also harbored the gene's normal regulatory sequences. Inserted into a cell, this combination produces a more realistic pattern of gene activity, the scientists say.
When the scientists blocked Aurora A activation in this way, a squat spindle resulted. Although the cells could divide, mitosis often went awry, and they sometimes split into three daughter cells. With TPX2 unable to switch on Aurora A, microtubules that sprouted early in mitosis were unstable, the researchers found. Moreover, although microtubules extended from the centrosomes without Aurora A, they didn't grow from chromosomes. That result raises the possibility that Aurora A determines spindle size by spurring elongation of microtubules from the chromosomes. The researchers now want to determine what proteins Aurora A turns on to exert its effect. Bird, A.W., and A.A. Hyman. 2008. J. Cell Biol. doi:10.1083/jcb.200802005 .
BAD BREAKS DON'T DOOM MEIOTIC CELLS
Mahadevaiah et al. challenge a popular explanation for why would-be sperm cells die during meiosis, revealing that the main cause isn't too much broken DNA.
Meiotic cells fracture their DNA to allow crossing over. Repair of these double-stranded breaks (DSBs) occurs when homologous chromosomes pair up. Some researchers postulate a so-called pachytene checkpoint that triggers apoptosis of spermatocytes during meiosis if chromosomes fail to pair up (known as asynapsis) and too many unfi xed DSBs remain. However, Mahadevaiah et al. hypothesized that spermatocyte mortality resulted from the failure to shut down the genes on the X and Y chromosomes, which can also be lethal for the cells. This silencing normally occurs during male meiosis.
To test the idea, the researchers fi rst examined meiotic cells from male mice that lack a DSB instigator called Spo11. Asynapsis is prevalent in the cells but, despite the lack of DSBs, most of the cells perished. The team found that the majority of the spermatocytes didn't shutter the X and Y chromosomes. The researchers then checked three other types of mutant cells with widespread asynapsis, plenty of unrepaired DSBs, and high mortality. All three failed to silence the sex chromosomes.
However, evidence suggested a complication: the large number of DSBs in these cells hampered X and Y shutdown. To determine what happens in cells capable of sex chromosome silencing, Mahadevaiah et al. studied mouse spermatocytes that harbor a copy of the human 21st chromosome in addition to their normal chromosome complement. This loner has no chromosome to pair with and thus carries unrepaired DSBs. These cells managed to shut down their sex chromosomes and keep apoptosis levels low. Overall, the researchers say, the results point to a breakdown of sex chromosome silencing as the main cause of death for meiotic spermatocytes. 
HELPING CELLS LOSE THEIR INHIBITIONS
Cells are usually polite and stop crawling when they run into a neighbor. But cells sometimes need to get pushy, and a membrane protein allows them to remain mobile after making contact, Nakao et al. show. The protein works by relocating a migration-promoting complex.
Cancer cells are anti-social and lose contact inhibition, the reluctance to crawl after touching other cells. However, normal cells also have to shed this restraint during wound healing and development. Nakao et al. found a possible trigger for the behavior while studying OL-protocadherin (OL-pc), a member of the cadherin family of membrane proteins that typically fasten cells together. The team found that neurons from mice missing OL-pc couldn't extend their axons. The researchers wondered whether the protein also affects cell movement.
Nakao et al. inserted the gene for OL-pc into nervous system tumor cells that normally can't make the protein. Isolated cells moseyed along, the researchers found, but they sped up in crowded cultures in which cells frequently make contact. A protein complex containing Nap1 and WAVE1 promotes migration, and Nakao et al. discovered that OL-pc delivers it to sites of cell-cell contact.
To simulate wound healing, the researchers scratched the surface of a cell culture. Cells without OL-pc slithered slowly into the scrape, maintaining contact with each other. Cells that manufactured the protein, by contrast, rushed in haphazardly, often leaving their neighbors behind. That result suggests that instead of building contacts between cells like other cadherins do, OL-pc breaks the connections that help coordinate cell behavior. Whether OL-pc contributes to cancer cells' lack of contact inhibition remains to be seen. Nakao, S., et al. 2008 . J. Cell Biol. doi:10.1083 Red highlights unsynapsed chromosomes in a spermatocyte, while paired ones show up as green.
OL-protocadherin ushers the migration-stimulating protein Nap1 to cell junctions (arrowheads).
